
The Insanity of now 
 

Why does there still exist, 

So much prejudice in our society?, 

When our modern world populates and navigate  

toward the need for variety, 

Uniquity has become an equity, 

What special trait do you posses , 

That will make you stand upfront from the rest? 

We constantly look for the biggest and best new thing, 

But it’s all dependant on the policies you serve to bring 

Diversity is only coveted when it suits, 

Express too many qualities that differ from me, 

And we can’t be seen in cahoots 

 

Feminism is a bad word, 

Because apparently the definition is, they hate men 

I’m sorry to the over sensitive of the male consensus 

By our desire for fair treatment, we didn’t mean to offend 

Chin up young sir don’t you cry, you are a man! 

Let’s tell our boys, to lose their voice 

While their lack of displayed  

Emotion we’ll claim we cannot understand 

Speak up ,make a noise 

Male suicide definitely “isn’t”on the rise, 

Let’s just ignore blatant facts and close our eyes. 

Lets just Pray, someday, it will be ok 

While we’re on the subject of toxicity, 

Guns, they don’t kill people, people do, 

Well, at least that’s what they say 



No, Black people aren’t all gang members,  

Nor are all Muslims seeking to participate in ISIS terrors 

But as soon as there’s a bombing or a shooting 

We’re straight back to ,”Damn all those foreigners!”  

They’re at it again . 

Sheesh after we pretended to be friends? 

Damn do I love the baseball, and some Mexican takeaway 

But erect that wall and send them back to “their lands” 

They contribute nothing, why should they stay? 

Yes, we want what’s new, but how dare you... 

Not conform with me, to whom I would prefer you to be?! 

Your lack of enough similarity is offensive,  

So I’ll get on the defensive, you should be the same! 

For that fact, you should feel ashamed. 

 

Politics and religion, 

They’re causing so much division , 

But didn’t each all stem from the same thing? 

Both where designed to make our world more kind and fair 

Instead, they spread, hateful words often of regret, 

Said in jest or hate so often we forget , 

Its almost As though, we no longer truly care, 

Like robots we will stand and incite  

Words we can’t ever be fully sure are pure and right. 

We will cause unnecessary wars 

By fuelling the fires of anger and spite, 

Sometimes I wonder how some people sleep at night. 

Did you ever stop to wonder, or even notice, someone else’s plight? 

 

 

 



Your way of thinking, is not the only one, 

If it was, what would our world of become? 

Desolate of new experiences, from the visions  

Created by both ,you have viewed as superiors and inferiors  

Buildings, monuments, Cinemas, Bars, 

Phones, Tv’s, Computers, Cars 

The exteriors and interiors 

Made by black, yellow and white 

From Left, middle and right 

This Earth was not maybe from purely your own sight. 

 

So ask yourself this the next time that you are in  doubt,  

If on this planet, we were to cast aside,  

That which is different from what we can provide 

Of What fun and beautiful things would be missing out? 
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